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WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS
SAY...

Watling Medical Centre

“We have been using this service 

for the last 3 - 4 years to send our 

annual flu letters. From this year, our 

admin staff have started using it for 

sending out our monthly children’s 

immunisation letters as well. Very 

useful and easy to use when sending 

out generic letters.”

Martins Oak Surgery 

“We are glad to have discovered 

Docmail - and we believe that other 

medical practices should benefit 

Launceston Medical 
Centre 

“We use the print driver, which once 

you understand the software sends 

bulk letters very easily at a greatly 

reduced overall cost. Docmail are very 

helpful in resolving any issues that 

crop up. I’m looking forward to trying 

to utilise the API that docmail offer.” 

Chawton House Surgery

“It’s a brilliant service and it not only 

saves time in that we no longer need 

to print the letters, stuff envelopes 

Shawlands Surgery

“Docmail has provided an easy to 

use solution for individual and bulk 

mailings. It was useful towards QOF 

year end to send bulk invitation letters 

and patient information letters. The 

system is easy to use and saves more 

than 50% of the total cost of sending 

a letter, I assumed there must be a 

catch, but there really isn’t!”

North Glen Medical Practice 

“Docmail is a great way to automate 

our letters which are sent from the 
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Users of the following clinical systems give their 
opinions of Docmail:
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from it too - in fact, I have already 

recommended it to our local CCG 

Cluster and Practice Manager Forum.” 

“We started using Docmail a couple of

years ago to help reduce the burden 

of doing large mailings, and almost 

instantly we could see its appeal. 

“Docmail has saved money, staff 

hours and elbow grease and once we 

learned how to format the documents 

and spreadsheets, it really was plain 

sailing. 

“So far, I would estimate we have 

saved days in staff hours and therefore 

hundreds of pounds using Docmail for 

large runs - it’s much more efficient 

than the more traditional method. For 

example, our flu campaign alone saves 

over £800 and by using EMIS Web 

searches cleverly; we can combine 

runs to offset costs even further.”

or take to the Post Office, but saves 

money as well in terms of the cost of 

paper, envelopes, toner etc.”

Portesham Surgery

“We have used Docmail in our practice 

for the last five years, after I spent a 

whole morning on my knees stuffing 

envelopes with our flu invitation letters 

and realised there were better ways of 

spending my time! 

“We tend to use it for mass mailings, 

including our flu invitations, but also 

towards year end to mail patients who 

are missing something like a recent 

blood pressure reading. The saving 

through using Docmail really helps 

and means we can afford to do more 

mailings, which brings more patients 

in for vital checks and monitoring 

whilst hopefully increasing our QOF 

performance.”

Castle Mead Medical Centre

“Docmail is an easy and simple to use 

system that has saved our practice 

time and money.”

Practice to our Patients. Once set up, 

the system is really easy to use and 

costs are saved through not having to 

use our own ink and paper.”

St Bartholomew’s Medical 
Centre

“Docmail is very cost and time 

effective and enables us to bulk mail 

with the minimum of effort.”

Sunnyside Medical Centre

“Docmail is a brilliant system to use. 

Within a matter of weeks, we were 

able to train all the administration 

team and secretaries to use the 

system. Only one member of staff 

needs to set everything up, from the 

headed paper, to uploading templates; 

this is beneficial as once everything 

is uploaded and set up, it is all there 

ready for the other users to use. 

“Docmail has made mailing letters a 

lot easier across the surgery, no need 

to sit at your desk for hours folding 

letters and sticking stamps.”
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